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Yugi's beaten the champions of Duel Monsters...but now it's time to meet the maker! In the
final battle of the tournament, Yugi faces ultra-rich game designer Maximillion Pegasus with
the soul of his grandfather at stake! As cards fly, Yugi and Pegasus turn to the darker side of
their decks, unleashing sinister monsters of the netherworld. But Pegasus has the power of the
mind-scanning Millennium Eye...and how can Yugi defeat an opponent who knows exactly
what he's going to do? -- VIZ Media
Yugi and his friends battle their way through an army of enemies at KaibaCorp headquarters!
Jonouchi faces Reiko, a chess-themed duelist, while Yugi fights Depres in the cosmic duel field
of outer space. Can Yugi's earthly cards defeat Depres's deck of alien monsters? Plus a bonus
story about Yugi and his grandpa! -- VIZ Media
In the second saga of the Yu-Gi-Oh! epic, Duel Monsters is the world's most popular collectible
card game-but to Yugi, it's the most dangerous game of all! Entering the Duel Monsters world
championship, Yugi fights ruthless opponents like game designer Maximillion Pegasus and
teenage multimillionaire Kaiba Seto, hoping to discover the origin of the game...and his own
powers! Contains the original storyline of the first season of Yu-Gi-Oh!, including scenes too
startling for TV! Kaiba faces the mysterious eighth duelist, Ishizu Ishtar, the woman who gave
him The God of the Obelisk...and now she's taking it back! Even though Kaiba has an Egyptian
God Card, Ishizu has the Millennium Tauk, which gives her the power to see the future! Kaiba's
only hope for victory may lie in the sands of time, in the secrets kept for centuries by the
mysterious Egyptian Tomb Guardians. But even Kaiba may not be ready for the horrifying
secret origin of the mad heir of the Tomb Guardians, the last of the line. His name is Marik
Ishtar...Ishizu's brother!
In New Domino City, the hottest game in town is the Turbo Duel, fought from blazingly fast
motorcycles called Duel Runners. On the outskirts of New Domino City, in a district known as
Satellite, a new Turbo Duel hero emerges--Yusei Fudo! On his custom-built Duel Runner,
Yusei takes on all challengers, fighting for his friends and the future of Satellite! Rex Goodwin
and Jack Atlas reach the end of their epic duel, and Goodwin demonstrates his ancient power.
Elsewhere, Crow Hogan has released the other Duelists sealed by Lazar, but it’s too late for
them to go to Yusei’s aid now. High in Aerial Fortress Seibal, Yusei battles the Skeleton
Knight to reach Sect…!
Duel Monsters is the world's most popular collectible card game--but to Yugi Mutou, whose
body contains the spirit of the world's greatest gamer, it may be the most dangerous game he's
ever played! A mysterious videotape sends Yugi and his friends to Duelist Kingdom, the island
home of super-rich American game designer Maximillion Pegasus. There, Yugi must compete
with the world's greatest Duel Monsters players for the honor of fighting the man who made the
game! But this is no ordinary tournament...the fate of Yugi's grandfather hangs in the balance.
And even if he makes it to the final round, can Yugi possibly face the power of Pegasus'
Millennium Eye? -- VIZ Media
Victory is in the cards! ·Solutions for all in-game puzzles ·Tips and tactics for building an
unstoppable Deck ·Exposes all 38 Duelists' Decks and strategies ·Easy-to-use card catalog
organizes all 1,000+ cards into Monster, Spell, and Trap types ·Complete index sorts cards by
their types for easy referencing
Yu-Gi-Oh! GX The Next Generation of Duelist has arrived. Reads R to L (Japanese Style), for
all age audiences. BONUS! Card (TBD) inside! (Limited quantity available, first print only)
Ultimate Hero!! It's the ultimate grudge match between Duel Academy's most promising
students, Jaden and Chazz! Can Jaden's Elemental Heroes defeat the overwhelming power of
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Chazz's dragon deck? As the entire student body watches the match, no one notices another
duel taking place in a dark, abandoned building on the other end of the island. It's a Shadow
Game, and the stakes are more than honor--they're life and death!
In New Domino City, the hottest game in town is the Turbo Duel, fought from blazingly fast
motorcycles called Duel Runners. On the outskirts of New Domino City, in a district known as
Satellite, a new Turbo Duel hero emerges--Yusei Fudo! On his custom-built Duel Runner,
Yusei takes on all challengers, fighting for his friends and the future of Satellite! Yusei and
Goodwin are locked in their final Duel. Having now harnessed the power of the Ultimate God,
Goodwin can turn Yusei's Duel Dragons against him. The assault may be more than Yusei can
bear and he will need his friends' help to have any chance of winning, but will it be enough?

Kaiba, the world's second-greatest gamer, duels Pegasus! Are Kaiba's dragons
stronger than Pegasus's rubbery, slapstick, fearsome toons? Awaiting their own turn to
fight, Yugi and his friends explore Pegasus's castle. But they're not alone. Bandit Keith,
the unscrupulous American card shark, prowls the dark castle with his own evil plans.
And Mai Shiranui, both friend and foe, has also made it to the final rounds! -- VIZ Media
Chazz Princeton, the rising star of Duel Academy, faces the champion Ryo Kaiser in a
fiery duel atop an active volcano! While his classmates' eyes are riveted on the big
match, Jaden fights alone against Reggie Mackenzie, a duelist possessed by an evil
entity. If Jaden wins, he might save the soul of his teacher, Miss Hibiki. If Jaden loses,
Reggie will steal his precious "Winged Kuriboh" card...and Jaden's soul in the bargain!
-- VIZ Media
When tenth-grader Yugi solves the ancient Egyptian Millenium Puzzle, he is possessed
by the King of Games, causing him to challenge bullies and evildoers to the Shadow
Games, in which the fates of the players is decided.
The final saga of the Yu-Gi-Oh! epic! After many deadly duels, Yugi has collected the
three Egyptian God Cards, the key to remembering his own past life as an Egyptian
pharaoh. When the cards take Yugi's soul back in time, can he defeat the villains of the
past and achieve his ultimate destiny? In the pharaoh's empty tomb, Yugi fights Bakura
for the most powerful magic of all: Yu-Gi-Oh's forgotten Egyptian name! But can Yugi
win a life-or-death match of Duel Monsters without his partner's help? Meanwhile, while
massive earthquakes shake the World of Memories, the pharaoh and the forces of
Egypt fight a last stand against the undead armies of Zorc Necrophades. It's the final
battle between good and evil...as the world itself comes to an end!
In the second saga of the Yu-Gi-Oh! epic, Duel Monsters is the world's most popular
collectible card game-but to Yugi, it's the most dangerous game of all! Entering the
Duel Monsters world championship, Yugi fights ruthless opponents like game designer
Maximillion Pegasus and teenage multimillionaire Kaiba Seto, hoping to discover the
origin of the game...and his own powers! Contains the original storyline of the first
season of Yu-Gi-Oh!, including scenes too startling for TV! There's a new game shop in
town, peddling a hot new game, and things look bad for Grandpa Mutou's family
business! But the Black Crown game store is more than a business competitor...its
owners want to put Yugi and his grandfather out of the picture forever. First a sinister
clown-masked figure steals Yugi's Millennium Puzzle! Then Ryuji Otogi, the teenage
heir to the store, challenges Yugi to a collectible dice game of dragons and monsters.
But without the Millennium Puzzle, Yugi can't call on Yu-Gi-Oh. Can he win without his
"other self" to help him out?
It's the final rounds before the fight with Pegasus, and only one of four will survive! Mai
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Shiranui has always wanted to fight Yugi, and now she's got her chance! Can Yugi beat
her harpies' pet dragon? Then, Jonouchi fights "Bandit" Keith Howard, America's most
unscrupulous gamer. Jonouchi's deck is loaded with warrior monsters, but Keith's
machine deck deals death with six-guns and slot machines...American style! -- VIZ
Media
The Next Generation of Duelist has arrived. Years after Yugi's legendary battles, the
game is so popular that special institutions dedicated to the art of the Duel have sprung
up all over the world. Join Jaden Yuki and his pals at the Academy for the adventures
of the next generation of Yu-Gi-Oh! Jaden has proven his dueling skills to the other
students at Duel Academy, but what drove him to start down the path to becoming a
Duel Champion? When mysterious duelists from America arrive at Duel Academy,
Jaden will find his skills, and his friendships, tested yet again!
The deity of despair, E’Rah, appears and declares that she has come to destroy the
Astral World. Astral realizes that she was the one who scattered his memories and that
E’Rah also chose Yagumo to be her agent. Enraged by these discoveries, Yuma,
Kaito, Shark and Astral kick off an epic duel to decide all their fates! -- VIZ Media
Yu-Gi-Oh! - Power of ChaosYugi the destinyYu-Gi-Oh! - Power of ChaosJoey the Passion
KonamiYu-Gi-Oh! - Power of ChaosKaiba the RevengeYu-Gi-Oh!: Duelist, Vol. 8Yugi vs.
PegasusVIZ Media LLC
The mysterious Luna suddenly appears and challenges Shark to a duel. At stake is a new card
and a new power! Elsewhere, Yuma and his friends form the Numbers Club, dedicated to
finding the powerful Numbers Cards and stopping the plans of the evil Dr. Faker! -- VIZ Media
Genesis Omega Dragon finally awakens during the Duel against Eve. Yuya and his friends
learn that G.O.D. has been fulfilling people’s desires and leading them astray to destroy
humankind! Is this a Duel that Yuya can win? The story of G.O.D. ends here! -- VIZ Media
Yusei continues to duel in order to save his friend Sect from the Skeleton Knight's curse, but
Sect will have to abandon his desire for power before he can be rescued.
Yugi may have finally met his match when his new classmate Bakura, a game master with a
secret, invites him to join a role-playing game campaign; includes Monster World Battle Game
board and directions.
When Yugi and his friends joined a "Monster World" role-playing game campaign, they didn't
realize just how much time the game would take--like maybe the rest of their lives! Ryo Bakura,
their game master, wants to use the power of his Millennium Ring to seal the souls of Yugi,
Jonouchi, Anzu and Honda inside his "Monster World" miniatures forever. Now, with 10-sided
dice in hand, Yugi and Dark Yugi must hack and slash their way through Bakura's adventure
and defeat the Dark Master Zorc...or die trying! -- VIZ Media
Yugi enters the Duel Monsters, the world's most popular collectible card game, where he must
face ruthless opponents like game designer Maximillion Pegasus in the hopes of discovering
the origin of the game and his own powers.
The third and most powerful of the Egyptian God Cards is unleashed...twice! Locked in combat
with the Egyptian duelist Rishid, Jonouchi watches in shock as his opponent summons the
terrifying Sun Dragon Ra! But the Ra in Rishid's deck is a mere counterfeit...the true Ra lies in
the hands of Rishid's master Marik, at the heart of his deck of sadistic torture cards. And
Marik's next opponent is Mai Kujaku! Is she in over her head, or does she have a special
reason for challenging the ruler of the gods? -- VIZ Media

The diabolical Player Killer, a collectible-card-gaming assassin, challenges Yugi
to a duel! In the shadow of the "Castle of Dark Illusions" card, an army of lurking
monsters hungers to steal Yugi's life points...and, if he loses, his actual life! But
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across the ocean in Japan, an even greater gaming force has been awakened.
Kaiba, Yugi's number one rival, is back. Back to reclaim his fortune...back to get
revenge on Pegasus...and back to make sure that this time when he fights Yugi,
he wins! -- VIZ Media
In the second saga of the Yu-Gi-Oh! epic, Duel Monsters is the world's most
popular collectible card game-but to Yugi, it's the most dangerous game of all!
Entering the Duel Monsters world championship, Yugi fights ruthless opponents
like game designer Maximillion Pegasus and teenage multimillionaire Kaiba Seto,
hoping to discover the origin of the game...and his own powers! Contains the
original storyline of the first season of Yu-Gi-Oh!, including scenes too startling
for TV! On an airship flying high above Japan, Yugi fights for his life against
Bakura's fiendish occult deck! When Bakura's Ouija Board spells out "DEATH,"
Yugi will be obliterated forever...and nothing can stop it! Then, Jonouchi fights
Marik, the evil leader of the Ghouls! Or does he? Unbeknownst to our heroes,
Marik has been impersonated by his henchman Rishid, a fanatic duelist with a
deck full of Egyptian monsters, and a past as dark as Marik's own...
In the second saga of the Yu-Gi-Oh! epic, Duel Monsters is the world's most
popular collectible card game-but to Yugi, it's the most dangerous game of all!
Entering the Duel Monsters world championship, Yugi fights ruthless opponents
like game designer Maximillion Pegasus and teenage multimillionaire Kaiba Seto,
hoping to discover the origin of the game...and his own powers! Contains the
original storyline of the first season of Yu-Gi-Oh!, including scenes too startling
for TV! It's the final rounds before the fight with Pegasus, and only one of four will
survive! Mai Shiranui has always wanted to fight Yugi, and now she's got her
chance! Can Yugi beat her harpies' pet dragon? Then, Jonouchi fights "Bandit"
Keith Howard, America's most unscrupulous gamer. Jonouchi's deck is loaded
with warrior monsters, but Keith's machine deck deals death with six-guns and
slot machines...American style!
From the perspective of duelists in the competitive gaming world, this guide to YuGi-Oh! is the ultimate source for both the show and the trading card game. The
detailed resource includes biographies of all major characters, summaries of the
shows from both the U.S. and Japanese airings, and even reviews the first Yu-GiOh! movie.
10th grader Yugi spent most of his time alone playing games...until he solved the
Millennium Puzzle, a mysterious Egyptian artifact! Possessed by the puzzle, Yugi
becomes Yu-Gi-Oh, the King of Games, and challenges evildoers to the Shadow
Games...weird games with high stakes and high risks! These graphic novels
contain new stories not seen in the anime, including the origin of Yugi and his
friends! When Yugi and his friends joined a "Monster World" role-playing game
campaign, they didn't realize just how much time the game would take--like
maybe the rest of their lives! Ryo Bakura, their game master, wants to use the
power of his Millennium Ring to seal the souls of Yugi, Jonouchi, Anzu and
Honda inside his "Monster World" miniatures forever. Now, with 10-sided dice in
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hand, Yugi and Dark Yugi must hack and slash their way through Bakura's
adventure and defeat the Dark Master Zorc...or die trying!
After his Duel with Sora Shiunin, Yuya wakes up back at his hideout, where his
alter egos tell him about a mysterious power called the Adam Factor. Yuya’s
quest for the secret of the Adam Factor and its connection to the Genesis Omega
Dragon will take him into the lost memories of his past and will bring him face-toface with his rival Reiji Akaba! -- VIZ Media
The greatest powers can often fall to the smallest opponents. Yugi used Kuriboh
to defeat the Blue-Eyes Ultimate Dragon. Now, does the tiny Metal Devil hold the
secret to defeating the Sun Dragon Ra? As the world's mightiest gamers clash,
the very island may not survive the battle. The Battle City tournament is over...but
who will walk away from the ruins? -- VIZ Media
Kaiba faces the mysterious eighth duelist, Ishizu Ishtar, the woman who gave him
The God of the Obelisk...and now she's taking it back! Even though Kaiba has an
Egyptian God Card, Ishizu has the Millennium Tauk, which gives her the power to
see the future! Kaiba's only hope for victory may lie in the sands of time, in the
secrets kept for centuries by the mysterious Egyptian Tomb Guardians. But even
Kaiba may not be ready for the horrifying secret origin of the mad heir of the
Tomb Guardians, the last of the line. His name is Marik Ishtar...Ishizu's brother! -VIZ Media
It's down to the 11th hour as Yugi and Jonouchi fight to save their friend Anzu's soul! Bandit
Keith, the ruthless American duelist, challenges Jonouchi to a rematch using his own God
Card, the "Wicked Eraser"! Meanwhile, Yugi faces Yako Tenma, Pegasus's favorite pupil, in a
battle which pits god against god! -- VIZ Media
Only four duelists remain in the running! On the Tower of Alcatraz, Jonouchi faces Marik, the
evil Egyptian duelist whose grudge has smoldered for three thousand years. But can Jonouchi
fight while he's trapped in a steel cage surrounded by molten lava? And can he overcome the
power of Marik's Egyptian God Card, the Sun Dragon Ra? If he wins, he'll get his dream of
facing Yugi in the finals. But if he loses, he'll get a one-way ticket to the grave! -- VIZ Media
Trapped inside the Black Crown Game Store by his family's sworn enemy, Yugi must win a
game of "Dungeon Dice Monsters" or lose the Millennium Puzzle forever! Then, a mysterious
Egyptian woman comes to Japan with a strange prophecy. Could the collectible card game
"Duel Monsters" really be of ancient Egyptian origin? But Ishizu Ishtar has come to deliver
more than information. "The God of the Obelisk" is one of the three most powerful cards in the
world...and she's giving it to Seto Kaiba! -- VIZ Media
Can Yugi and Jonouchi escape the subterranean maze of the Labyrinth Brothers, or will they
be buried with their cards? Maybe they'd be safer underground, because Kaiba, the world's
former greatest gamer, is back! On the towers of Pegasus Castle, Yugi and Kaiba fight their
third Duel Monsters battle, with everything at stake. But this time, Kaiba is fighting for more
than his own pride; he's fighting to save his brother. And there's nothing more dangerous than
a gamer with nothing left to lose... -- VIZ Media
Yugi's back for another duel, but this time, it's personal! R to L (Japanese Style). A World
Ruled by Fear!! Yugi's battle with Yako Tenma continues, but Yako's evil genius ensures
things are not as they seem. Kaiba returns from America and finds his company has been
taken over by Yako. Obsessed with his mentor Pegasus, Yako is determined to find a way to
bring him back and initiates the sinister "R.A. Project." What will it take to stop Yako's mad
plan? Yugi Muto defeated many opponents over the years and now one of the most skilled and
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driven of his enemies, Yakou Tenma, is looking for some payback! But Yakou has his reasons
for wanting to take Yugi down, and he won’t stop until he accomplishes his goal!
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